Alpha Epsilon Pi's Jewish Programming Year (JPY) is a unique way for chapters to embrace the fraternity's Jewish heritage while also allowing Brothers to explore their personal connection to Judaism. At AE Pi, we don't just want to say we are the Jewish fraternity — we show it.

In this document, you'll find a brief overview of information regarding the Jewish holidays and programs that we offer assistance with. These programs are a part of what gives AE Pi its global presence on all of our campuses. AE Pi's Jewish Programming Year is available online at aepi.org/JPY for your reference. You can apply for all chapter grants on OpenBook at openbook.aepi.org.

If you have any questions regarding the Jewish Programming Year, please contact Chief Programming Officer Jon Bridge at jbridge@aepi.org, or by calling 317-876-1913.

The dates for AE Pi's Jewish programs this year are:

- **Sukkot**: September 20 - 27, 2021
- **Shabbat Across AE Pi**: November 5 and 12, 2021
- **We Walk to Remember**: All of April 2022 (Yom HaShoah is April 27 - 28)
- **Passover Seder**: April 15 - 23, 2022
- **Combating Antisemitism Event**: Available year-round
- **Israel Event**: Available year-round